
Clear House
Accountants

Driving innovation by creating complete ecosystems

for businesses to grow and prosper, through

exceptional services, futuristic methodologies,

intuitive tools, and partnering with the best in the

industry.
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A One-Stop
Platform
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Introduction

Clear House is a futuristic accounting firm that has trained specialists
covering a variety of accounting, finance and tax specialisms, to help make
technicalities easier to manage for our clients. Our experienced professionals
are trained and developed in order to provide your business with smart
solutions while committing to providing the highest quality of service,
provided in a timely fashion, using our specialist support tools and experts.

Let Clear House be your powerhouse and a complete solution
partner to gain valuable insights into your business, at every step
of your business journey.

Where the businesses can acquire services
for all their business management needs
and problems, with a huge emphasis on
growth as the underlying factor. 

The team at Clear House Accountants offer services related to Tax,
Corporate Finance, Business Advisory and Management Accounting; but is
also the foundational platform that caters to holistic business needs focussed
around business growth and optimisation.
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Speak to experts in
your industry!
Speak to experts in
your industry!
Speak to experts in
your industry!
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We make sure to provide timely, personalized yet
accurate solutions for your business needs and making
your business goals our central focus. Our holistic
approach towards overcoming challenges and expertise in
a wide range of business industries enabled us to
integrate best practices to assist our clients in most
optimum manner. 
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The Company
Clear House Accountants believe in providing easy yet effective accounting
solutions. Our years of experience led us to achieve multiple business
milestones and let us grow song with our clients' growth. 
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Clear House Accountants believe in providing easy yet effective accounting
solutions. Our years of experience led us to achieve multiple business
milestones and let us grow song with our clients' growth. 

Believing in the core idea of 'us being a part of customers' success
story motivates us to provide our clients with bespoke service
solutions on the ground level.

Catering To Your
Every Business
Needs

Providing our clients with customized solutions
to help them through every stage of their
business life cycle. Helping them take care of
their unique problems efficiently and setting up
countermeasures for the future.

Creating affordable automated ecosystems
around your business with the help of cloud-
based software programs, helping clients
manage their businesses more effectively, and
rise above their competitors.

Our drive comes through
our business partnership
philosophy

Our drive comes through
our business partnership
philosophy

Our drive comes through
our business partnership
philosophy

360° Accounting
Solutions
360° Accounting
Solutions
360° Accounting
Solutions

Establishing
Ecosystems
Establishing
Ecosystems
Establishing
Ecosystems
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About Us

Our award-winning performance reaffirms that we deliver high quality
and cost-effective solutions with strict data and privacy protection
policies in line. 

Clear House

Accountants have been

ranked among the Top 5

‘Fast Track Firms’ for

the prestigious

accounting award by

‘Accounting

Excellence’

Clear House Accountants

were proud to be

shortlisted for the

Accounting and Tax

Advisor of the Year award

by The British Business

Association for two

consecutive years

Clear House Accountants

have been shortlisted as

one of the Top Ten

Leading Digital

Accountants by the Digital

Accountancy Awards for

Quality & Performance

Supporting you at every step of your journey
regardless of your business stage or structure.

Providing you with Integral Opportunities for
Business Growth through Our Partners. 

Creating cost effective
bespoke service packages for
you with no hidden charges.

With dedicated support and real time access to financial data through the use
of clever cloud accounting software, we leverage your data to provide
beautiful and insightful data to help your business perform better and faster,
enabling it to become stronger, in order to gain an advantage over
competitors in a fast-moving market.
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Proven Track
Record
Proven Track
Record
Proven Track
Record

Accounting
Excellence Award

Accounting
Excellence Award

Accounting
Excellence Award

The British Business
Award

The British Business
Award

The British Business
Award

Digital Accountancy
Award

Digital Accountancy
Award

Digital Accountancy
Award
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£
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Our Services
As modern accountants with traditional values, we believe in
being perfect business partners for small businesses. We do this
through effective strategic advice utilising industry-leading
management information systems and frameworks. We use
accountants with the right qualifications, skills and the right
experience.

A qualified accountant, good
data and industry expertise
can assist small businesses
tremendously.

Achieve significant productivity with the solutions
focused around your actual business needs and
scalable accountancy services.

We use award-winning accounting

and bookkeeping solutions while

integrating industry-approved

software so that you can work on

your business, not just in it.

Productive tax planning strategies

and tax services that will enable

you to reduce your personal and

business tax, as per your tax

needs.

Learn more about your business

through beautiful Dashboards,

Clever Reports, Industry

Benchmarks, Business Advisory

and Predictive Health Checks.

Our expert Startup Accountants

and Business Advisors will help

you tackle different requirements

at various stages of a startup.

Clear House Accountants have

created effective payroll services

for clients giving them absolute

control over their payroll

obligations.

Switching accountants can be

daunting but with us, it’s not.

You can easily switch to us, as

your accountants in just a few

steps.

Start a BusinessStart a BusinessStart a Business Streamline PayrollStreamline PayrollStreamline Payroll Switch AccountantsSwitch AccountantsSwitch Accountants

Outsource
Accountancy

Outsource
Accountancy

Outsource
Accountancy

Reduce Your
Taxes

Reduce Your
Taxes

Reduce Your
Taxes

Know Your
Business

Know Your
Business

Know Your
Business
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telleroo ACCA

tide
Partner
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Our solutions will cater to you regardless
of your position, you can be a sole
trader, a startup business, a limited
company, a partnership or an individual
seeking self-assessment services. Our
comprehensive packages offer the finest
services to support our clients business 

Startups E-Commerce Retailers

Landlords &
Property

Partnerships Individuals

Technology
Companies

Contractors
Marketing
Agencies

Our Partners

We provide comprehensive services to
resolve complex business issues.
We provide comprehensive services to
resolve complex business issues.
We provide comprehensive services to
resolve complex business issues.
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Industry Specialised
Accounting Software



Contact Clear House
Accountants

Get Onboarded &
Start Working
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Why Do Businesses Need
Professional Accounting
Services?

Contact Us

Book a Meeting

Get Onboarded

Join Us In Three Simple Steps: 

Or Switch To Us:

Get Notice to Current
Accountants

Sign 64-8 With New
Accountants

Tax and Business Accounting services can help small business owners stay financially healthy and
compliant with tax, VAT returns, Payroll etc.

While having an overview of the overall performance and growth. Many businessmen and women do not
understand the importance of the right accountancy process that can cost thriving small businesses to
lose their success.
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Bringing Joy For
Every Company

Through Excellence
In Accounting

0509



+44 (0)207 117 2639

info@chacc.co.uk

Devonshire House, 582
Honeypot Ln, Stanmore HA7
1JS, United Kingdom

Clear House Accountants

Providing jargon less and easy accounting solutions. Clear House

Accountants is a multi-award-winning accountancy firm and

understand that businesses want more from their most trusted

advisors. Therefore, our vision grew into helping our clients

become the best in business.

Contact Us :

Our chartered accountants
support you at every step of
your journey regardless of your
business stage or structure.

tel:+44/(0)2071172639
mailto:info@chacc.co.uk

